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To teach such children, everything must be put before them in concrete form. In the special classes the instruction was adapted to their understanding. They were taught to recognise colours, to do wool work, basket and macrame work, cookery, laundry, and carpentery, such as would help them in later life to support themselves. The success following these attempts had been encouraging ; some children had been trained to support themselves almost wholly, others to fill useful places in their homes, but it was estimated that 1 per cent, of the children in the schools are abnormal, and of these a large number must ever remain unfit for ordinary life If I rightly remember I think it had been started about two years previous to my joining it. I had an interview with the matron before I became engaged, saw the rules, &c., and everything seemed to be quite right. Before' I had finished my first case the matron wrote to me and said they were removing into a smaller house, but that there was heaps of room, &c., and if there happened to be more nurses than she could provide with sleeping accommodation she had engaged beds elsewhere. It was quite six months before I went into the home to sleep, then I had work in the town, and for ten weeks I was in every night. What I went through in those ten weeks I shall never forget. I was subjected to the grossest insults from the matron's husband, who posed as a gentleman, and it got so unbearable that I left within an hour's notice, and I have since had to resort to extreme measures to get my salary. When I say that I am but one of many who have had a similar experience in the same home, many of whom represent different counties, and who naturally repeat their experiences to others, is it to be wondered at that nurses are getting shy of joining these homes ? I do not wish to lower the standard of nurses' homes in the least, especially the old-established ones, many of which, I believe, are very satisfactory in all points. But until such places as this I speak of are condemned and stamped out of existence, I see no hope of a better state of things, but rather think there will be still more difficulty in getting trained nurses to join these institutions.
" C.," referring to the letter of "A Superintendent of Nurses," writes : I do not know how these nursing institutionsare managed now,but when I began private nursing some seven or eight years ago I know what we nurses thought of them then. No fully-trained, certificated nurse would have dreamt of joining them, and the fault lay with some of the oldestablished institutions. I am acquainted with more than one which took women of only a year's, or even a few months' training, and sent them out to the public as "fully-trained nurses," charging one and a half and two guineas weekly, whilst the nurses received a yearly salary, beginning with ?18 or ?20, with uniform. Someone, not the nurses, took the profits, and it is a well-known fact that the owner of one of the old establishments made a small fortune.
Again, some of them were started by people not in the nursing profession at all, and were therefore run merely as business speculations. As an older member of the profession I much regret that they are on the increase. Any nurse now thinks she may start a nursing co-operation by collecting a few nurses together and advertising them as taking their own fees, whereas a properly-constituted society must have a sufficient number of members and suitable people to organise and work so that it may become a success professionally and financially. I am sure that every sensible woman recognises the advantages of union and co-operation, as shown by the success of the two well-known London associations, which are so managed that they are the just pride of their members and their chiefs.
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